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Abstract

Many different notions of provenance have been proposed
in the literature for data in database management systems [1,
3, 4], describing different kinds of relationships between data
in the input and the output of a query. As reported in [2], these
provenances, beyond the intrinsic information on how queries
work, have been used in a number of applications, as the study
of annotation propagation and view update.
In this paper we focus on one of the earlier notions of provenance: lineage. First defined in [3], the data lineage problem
consists in determining the source data which produced the
output of a query and its process. Some applications of lineage are: (i) finding the data that originated specific views in
scientific databases; (ii) finding faulty data in a huge dump
generated from network monitors in the context of diagnosis systems; (iii) helping to translate view updates into the
corresponding updates performed on the base data.
Lineage is defined in different ways. Here, we refer to the
definition given in [2]. Given a database instance I, a query Q
and a tuple t ∈ Q(I), the lineage of t is the set of all and only
the tuples in I that were used in Q to produce it. We call these
the relevant tuples.
In this paper we propose a different kind of provenance
called attribute lineage, which takes inspiration from lineage.
To make a clear distinction, the classical lineage is tuple based
that is, it tells the provenance of one tuple of the output. We
also call it tuple lineage. Attribute lineage, on the other hand,
is attribute based: it tells the provenance of one attribute in
one output tuple. Informally, we define the attribute lineage
of an output cell (a value in one output tuple) as the set of all
and only the cells in I that were used to produce it.
This new lineage is more informative than tuple lineage
since it not only indicates the relevant tuples, but also the
relevant attributes inside these tuples. As such, it allows for
an even higher understanding of the origin of data. This understanding can be useful in the tasks where a higher degree
of granularity is required in the study of the provenance of
data. One example is the identification of “hotspots” in a relational database. Given a set of queries over the same database
instance, the more an attribute is used, the more frequently

In this paper we define a new kind of data provenance for
database management systems, called attribute lineage for
SPJRU queries, building on previous works on data provenance for tuples.
We take inspiration from the classical lineage, a metadata
that enables users to discover which tuples in the input are
used to produce a tuple in the output. Attribute lineage is
instead defined as the set of all cells in the input database that
are used by the query to produce one cell in the output.
It is shown that attribute lineage is more informative that
simple lineage and we discuss potential new applications for
this new metadata.
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Introduction

In the past, data was stored in curated databases or in other
trusted sources of information kept under centralized control [2]. With the advent of the Internet, this assumption is no
longer valid [5]. Data are today created, shared, copied, cited,
reported, moved around and combined indiscriminately.
On the other hand, data management is growing in complexity [6] also thanks to new algorithms, applications and
larger storage capacity.
In such an environment, it becomes more and more difficult
to keep track of the origins, the reliability and the process of
elaboration of data used in research. One way to face such
challenges is the deployment of data provenance [2].
Data provenance is information attached to data that describes its origin and the process which created it. It can
also be seen as metadata pertaining the derivation history of
the data. It is particularly useful to help users to understand
from where data are coming from, and the process they went
through.
Data provenance has been widely studied in different areas
of data management. In this paper we focus on provenance in
the database management systems environment. For further
details on data provenance, please refer to surveys like [2]
and [6].
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it will appear in the lineages. It can therefore be considered
an hotspost of the database, i.e. that is used frequently and is
therefore particularly important in the context of these queries.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we report
the related works; Section 3 presents definitions that are used
in this paper; Section 4 defines the attribute lineage and shows
how it can be connected to the classical tuple lineage; finally,
Section 5 reports our conclusions and the future works.
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Preliminaries

The notation that we use here is largely taken from [2]. Let
D be a finite domain of data values {d1 , . . . , dn } and U a
collection of field names (also called attribute names). We use
the symbols U,V to indicate finite subsets of U .
A tuple t is a function U 7→ D, written as (A1 : d1 , . . . , An :
dn ). A tuple assigning values to each field name in U is called
U-tuple. We write Tuple for the set of all tuples, U-Tuple for
the set of all U-tuples. We write t • A for the value of the Afield of t and t[U] for the restriction of tuple t over U ⊆ V to
field names in U. We write t[A 7→ B] for the result of renaming
field A to B in t (assuming B is not already present in t).
A relation or table r : U is a finite set of tuples over U. We
call R a finite collection of relation names. A schema R is
a mapping (R1 : U1 , . . . , Rn : Un ) from R to a finite subset of
U (assigning to every relation name a set of attributes). A
database or instance I is a function I : (R1 : U1 , . . . , Rn : Un )
mapping each Ri : Ui ∈ R to a relation ri over Ui .
We call tuple location a tuple tagged with its relation name,
written (R,t). TupleLoc = R × Tuple is the set of all tuple
locations. A database instance I can equivalently be seen as a
finite set of tuple locations {(R,t)|t ∈ I(R)}.
Similarly, a field location, or cell, refers to a particular
field of a tagged tuple. Such a field is a triple (R,t, A) ∈
R × Tuples ×U. FieldLoc is the name of the set of all field
locations.
In our notation for relational algebra queries we use the
selection σθ to filter a relation by retaining tuples satisfying
some predicate θ. The form of predicates is left unspecified.
Typically it includes quality tests (A = B, A = d) or inequality
tests (A > d). We write A ∈ θ as a way to indicate that the
attribute A is used in some test of θ.

Related Work

In [2] four main data provenance types for database management systems are discussed: lineage [3], why-provenance [1],
how-provenance [4] and where-provenance [1].
Why-, how- and where- provenance are all tuple-based:
Given a database instance I, a query Q and the result Q(D),
consider one tuple t of the output. The provenance of t is information about the generation of this tuple using the provenance
of the input tuples used by Q. Different types of provenance
convey different levels of information.
Lineage is defined as the set of all (and only) tuples that
are used in the query, i.e. the tuples that are relevant to its
generation.
Why-provenance is based on the notion of a witness set.
A witness is the set of relevant tuples that guarantee the existence of t in Q(D). Lineage is therefore an example of
witness. The why-provenance of a tuple t is a particular set
of witnesses – described in [1] – that are computed from the
query, called the witness basis. A witness basis may consist of
more than one witness. Therefore, why-provenance contains
more information than lineage, since it describes alternative
ways in which the same output may be generated.
How-provenance takes the form of a polynomial, called
the provenance polynomial, where variables are taken from
the set of identifiers of the tuples and coefficients are taken
from N. As suggested by the name, this provenance also
conveys information on how the input tuples are used in Q.
For example, when two tuples are combined in a join, their
provenance is also combined in the polynomial using the
· operator. When two or more tuples become equivalent in
a union or a projection, the corresponding monomials are
combined using the + operator. It has been shown in [2] that
how-provenance is the most general and informative of the
three, and contains both why- and where-provenance.
Where-provenance is attribute-based. Given a tuple t and
an attribute A of Q(I), the where-provenance of the value t • A
is the set of cells in I from which t • A has been copied. In this
sense, where-provenance describes from where an attribute is
coming.
The attribute lineage presented in this paper is attributebased as in where-provenance, and gives the set of all and
only the relevant cells used in the input I to build one cell t · A
of the output.

Special Operators Taking inspiration from what is done
in [2], we define attribute lineage as a function which maps a
field location to a set of input field locations or to a special
constant ⊥, meaning undefined. In particular, we need to take
into consideration two possible scenarios:
1. A cell has empty lineage provided it is present in the
output but it was constructed by the query, e.g. using a
constant expression.
2. A cell has no lineage provided it is not present in the
output of the query.
The symbol 0/ denotes empty lineage, and ⊥ denotes no lineage (or undefined).
The possibility of no lineage (⊥) means that we need to be
careful when combining lineages in join, union and projection.
First, consider a query Q1 o
n Q2 . A cell c = (Q1 o
n Q2 ,t, A)
has as lineage the union of set of attributes, as we shall see.
These sets are computed from the information contained in
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the tuples t[U1 ] ∈ Q1 and t[U2 ] ∈ Q2 . However, if one of these
two tuples is actually undefined (⊥), then c cannot be in the
result, so its lineage should also be ⊥.
We handle joins using a strict union operation [2], defined
as follows:

We extend the definition of lineage given in [2] by taking
into consideration the fact that attribute lineage needs to contain all the attributes used by a query. Each relational operator
uses the attributes in a different way.
Definition 4.1. Attribute Lineage for a relational operator Given a database instance I, a query Q, a tuple t:U ∈ Q(I)
and a field location c = (Q,t, A), A ∈ V , we say that the lineage of c, written as Lin(Q,t, A), is an element of the set
P (FieldLoc), defined as:
(
0/ if t = u
1. Lin({u},t, A) =
⊥ otherwise

⊥ ∪S X = X ∪S ⊥ = ⊥
X ∪S Y = X ∪Y (X 6= ⊥ 6= Y )
For the union operation, consider a query Q1 ∪ Q2 . If a
tuple t is in both Q1 and Q2 then the lineage of c = (Q1 ∪
Q2 ,t, A) is the union of the lineages in the subqueries (and
the union with other sets, as we shall show). If t is defined
only in one subquery, then the lineage of c is derived only
from the subquery in which t is defined. The lineage of c is
undefined only if t is undefined in both subqueries. To handle
this behavior, we use a lazy union operation [2]:
⊥ ∪L X = X ∪L ⊥ = X
X ∪L Y = X ∪Y

(
{(R,t, A)}
2. Lin(R,t, A) =
⊥
(S
3. Lin(σθ (R),t, A) =

(X 6= ⊥ 6= Y )

For projection, if t is not in the query result, or if A ∈
/ U,
the lineage of the field location c = (Q(I),t, A) is ⊥. On the
contrary, if multiple tuples t project to t[U] and A ∈ U, then
we want to combine their lineages in a lazy way. The lazy
flattening operation is defined as follows:
/
L0

L {X}

S

L (X ∪Y ) =

S

4. Lin(πU (R),t, A) =

L X ∪L

LY

(
X if X 6= ⊥, ∀X
S {X} =
⊥ otherwise

S

S

SX

∪S

S

SY

Sometimes we also write L instead of L when the subscript is already occupied by some condition. Now that we
have adopted these auxiliary definitions, we are ready to define the lineage for one relational operator.
S
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This definition works for only one operator, and represents
the base definition for the lineage of an attribute. We now
define the notion of lineage for an attribute in a view obtained
by a combination of queries.
In the next definition we use the where-provenance (defined
in [1]) as auxiliary function for our definition of Attribute
Lineage. Here we report a compositional definition of whereprovenance adapted from the one given in [2]. The difference
is that while [2] considers all the attributes of an output tuple,
in our definition we limit to consider only one attribute at the
time.

/ =⊥
S0

∪Y ) =

t 0 ∈R(I),t 0 [U]=t Lin(R,t

In the case A ∈
/ V , then Lin(Q(I),t, A) = ⊥.

S

S (X

SL

if θ(t)
otherwise

7. Lin(R1 ∪ R2 ,t, A) = Lin(R1 ,t, A) ∪L Lin(R2 ,t, A).

S

Similarly, the strict flattening operation is defined as follows:

S

⊥

6. Lin(R1 o
n R2 ,t, A) =
Lin(R1 ,t[U1 ], A0 ) ∪S Lin(R2 ,t[U2 ], A0 ), where U1 ,U2 are
the sets of attributes of R1 , R2 respectively, and A0 ∈
U1 ∩U2 (A0 is the attribute used for the natural join).

=X

S

S
B∈θ Lin(R,t, B)

5. Lin(ρA7→B (R),t,C) = Lin(R,t[B 7→ A],C[B 7→ A])

=⊥

S

if t ∈ I(R)
otherwise

S

Definition 4.2. Where-Provenance Given a database instance I, an SPJRU query Q0 , a tuple t:U ∈ Q0 (I) and an
attribute A ∈ U, the where-provenance of the field location c
in t is defined as follows:
(
0/ if t = u
1. W here({u},t, A) =
⊥ otherwise

Attribute Lineage

In this section an operational definition of attribute lineage for
one relational operator is first given. Then, the same definition
for a more complex query composed by a series of SPJRU
queries is proposed. This is an operational definition due to
the fact that the lineage is defined via annotation-propagation
behavior of each relational operator independently.

(
{(R,t, A)}
2. W here(R,t, A) =
⊥
3

if t ∈ I(R)
otherwise

(
W here(Q(I),t, A) if θ(t)
3. W here(σθ (Q),t, A) =
⊥
otherwise
4. W here(πU (Q),t, A) =

0 such that:
Construct a homomorphism h : KLin 7→ KLin

/ = 0/
h(⊥) = ⊥
h(0)
h(x ∪L y) = h(x) ∪L h(y) h(x ∪S y) = h(x) ∪S h(y)
h({(R,t, A)}) = {R,t}
h(W here(c)) = 0/ ∀c

0
c0 =(Q,t 0 ,A)|t 0 [U]=t W here(c ).

SL

5. W here(ρA7→B (Q),t,C[A 7→ B]) = W here(Q,t[B 7→
A],C[B 7→ A]).

Note that the last operation maps an attribute location to
the corresponding tuple location that contains it. This homomorphism simply discards the information provided by
where-provenance.
We show in the next proposition that this function provides
a mapping from the elements of the attribute lineage of a cell
t • A to the elements of the tuple lineage of the tuple t. In this
way, given the attribute lineage, it is always possible to build
the corresponding tuple lineage.

6. W here(Q1 o
n Q2 ,t, A) = W here(Q1 ,t[U1 ], A) ∪S
W here(Q2 ,t[U2 ], A).
7. W here(Q1 ∪ Q2 ,t, A)
W here(Q2 ,t[U2 ], A).

=

W here(Q1 ,t[U1 ], A) ∪L

If A ∈
/ U, then W here(Q0 ,t, A) = ⊥.
Now, we can use this definition of where-provenance as
function in the next definition.

Proposition 4.1. Let Q be an SPJRU query over the database
instance I, t:U∈ Q(I), and the field location c = (Q,t, A), with
A ∈ U. Then h(Lin(Q,t, A)) = Lin(Q, I,t).

Definition 4.3. Attribute Lineage for arbitrary queries
Given a database I, a SPJRU query Q0 over I, a tuple t:U ∈
Q(I) and an attribute location c = (Q0 ,t, A) with A ∈ U, then
the lineage of c according to Q0 and I, denoted as Lin(Q0 ,t, A)
is an element of P (FieldLoc), defined as follows:
1. Lin(σ
(Sθ (Q),t, A) =
=

S
0
0
c0 =(Q,t,B)|B∈θ (W here(c ) ∪S Lin(c ))

⊥

Proof. The proof is done by induction over Q. We use the
definitions of lineage for tuples given in [2]. We start from
the base case, where Q is composed by only one relational
operator:
1. h(Lin({u},t,
A)) =
(
/
h(0)
if t = u
=
h(⊥) otherwise
(
0/ if t = u
= Lin(Q, I, {u})
⊥ otherwise

if θ(t)
otherwise

2. Lin(πU (Q),t, A) =
S
= Lc0 =(Q,t 0 ,A)|t 0 [U]=t (W here(c0 ) ∪S Lin(c0 ))
3. Lin(ρA7→B (Q),t,C) = Lin(Q(I),t[B 7→ A],C[B 7→ A]) ∪S
W here(Q,t[B 7→ A], A).

2. h(Lin(R,t,
A)) =
(
h({(R,t, A)}) if t ∈ I(R)
=
h(⊥)
otherwise
(
{(R,t)} if t ∈ I(R)
= Lin(R, I,t)
⊥
otherwise

4. Lin(Q1 o
n Q2 ,t, A) =
W here(c1 ) ∪S Lin(c1 ) ∪S W here(c2 ) ∪S Lin(c2 ), where
c1 = (Q1 (I),t[U1 ], A0 ), c2 = (Q2 (I),t[U2 ], A0 ).
5. Lin(Q1 ∪ Q2 ,t, A) =
(W here(c1 ) ∪S Lin(c1 )) ∪L (W here(c2 ) ∪S Lin(c2 )),
where c1 = (Q1 (I),t, A), c2 = (Q2 (I),t, A).

3. h(Lin(σ
( S θ (R),t, A)) =
h( SB∈θ Lin(R,t, B)) if θ(t)
=
h(⊥)
otherwise
(S
S
B∈θ h(Lin(R,t, B)) if θ(t)
=
⊥
otherwise
(S
S
B∈θ Lin(Q, I,t) if θ(t)
=
⊥
otherwise
(
Lin(Q, I,t) if θ(t)
= Lin(σθ (R),t, A)
⊥
otherwise

If A ∈
/ U, then Lin(Q0 ,t, A) = ⊥.

4.1

Relating the Two Lineages

We now shown that attribute provenance contains more information than tuple-oriented provenance, and how the latter can
be derived from the former.
Consider the algebraic structure defined in [2]:
/ ∪L , ∪S }
KLin = {P (TupleLoc)⊥ , ⊥, 0,

4. h(Lin(π
U (R),t, A)) =
S
h( tL0 ∈R(I),t 0 [U]=t Lin(R,t 0 , A)) =
SL
0
t 0 ∈R(I),t 0 [U]=t h(Lin(R,t , A)) =
SL
0
t 0 ∈R(I),t 0 [U]=t Lin(R, I,t ) = Lin(πU (R), I,t)

Consider also the following semiring structure defined for
the attribute lineage:
0
/ ∪L , ∪S }
KLin
= {P (FieldLoc)⊥ , ⊥, 0,

4
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5. h(Lin(ρA7→B (R),t,C)) =
h(Lin(R,t[B 7→ A],C[B 7→ A])) =
Lin(R, I,t[B 7→ A]) = Lin(ρA7→B , I,t)

In this paper we presented attribute lineage, a new kind of
provenance for data at the attribute level that enables users to
know which cells in the input database were used to produce
an output cell. Attribute lineage is more informative than
tuple-oriented lineage, since it not only gives information
about which tuples are relevant to the creation of the cell,
but also which attributes inside these tuples were used in
the query. We also gave a homomorphism between attribute
lineage and tuple lineage, showing that the former is more
general than the letter.
In future work we will follow two directions. irst, building on the ideas in this paper for attribute lineage (whereprovenance), we will propose two new attribute provenances:
attribute why-provenance and attribute how-provenance. We
will show how these provenances are respectively more general than their tuple-based counterparts, and how the attribute
how-provenance is more general than both the attribute whyprovenance and the attribute lineage. Second, we will study
the computational complexity of computing attribute provenance, considering both time and space. To do so, we will
consider synthetic datasets of different sizes and compute attribute provenances of tuples produced by different queries.
In this way we will record the required time to compute these
lineages and the space required to store them.

6. h(Lin(R1 o
n R2 ,t, A)) =
h(Lin(R1 ,t[U1 ], A0 )) ∪S h(Lin(R2 ,t[U2 ], A0 )) =
Lin(R2 ,t[U1 ]) ∪S Lin(R2 ,t[U2 ]) = Lin(R1 o
n R2 , I,t)
7. h(Lin(R1 ∪ R2 ,t, A)) =
h(Lin(R1 ,t, A)) ∪L h(Lin(R2 ,t, A)) =
= Lin(R1 , I,t) ∪L Lin(R2 , I,t) = Lin(R1 ∪ R2 , I,t)
Where points 3, 4, 5, 6 and 6 use point 2. We can now go
to the inductive step:
1. h(Lin(σ
( S θ (Q),t, A)) =
h( Sc0 =(Q,t,B)|B∈θ (W here(c0 ) ∪S Lin(c0 )) if θ(t)
h(⊥)
(S

otherwise

⊥
(S

otherwise

S
0
0
c0 =(Q,t,B)|B∈θ h(W here(c ) ∪S h(Lin(c )
S
/ ∪S Lin(Q, I,t)
c0 =(Q,t,B)|B∈θ 0

if θ(t)

⊥
otherwise
(
Lin(Q, I,t) if θ(t)
= Lin(σθ (Q), I,t)
⊥
otherwise

if θ(t)

=
=

=
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Appendix
A

<latexit sha1_base64="GcXHD6tXIAi0Po0GAcQVXNV1J8Y=">AAACE3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyUFJyIUaCI7IEGDFEFDCYgQpCSy1scmnHJ+6G6NhKyUfAJfQQsVHaLlAyj4F+yQAhKmGs3ManfHj5U05DifVmFqemZ2rjhfWlhcWl6xV9euTJRogQ0RqUhf+2BQyRAbJEnhdawRAl9h0++f5H7zDrWRUXhJ9zF2AuiFsisFUCZ59uaFV+NHvG1kLwAvzSNHFT8Cqgx2Ljx317PLTtUZgk8Sd0TKbIQzz/5q30QiCTAkocCYluvE1ElBkxQKB6V2YjAG0YcetjIaQoCmkw4fGfDtxABFPEbNpeJDEX9PpBAYcx/4WTIAujXjXi7+57US6h52UhnGCWEo8kUkFQ4XGaFl1hDyG6mRCPLLkcuQC9BAhFpyECITk6yyUtaHO/79JLmqVd29au18v1w/HjVTZBtsi+0wlx2wOjtlZ6zBBHtgT+yZvViP1qv1Zr3/RAvWaGad/YH18Q1FOZy0</latexit>

tId
ö1
ö2
ö3

Example

BasedIn
San Francisco (a1,2 )
San Francisco (a1,2 )
Santa Cruz (a2,2 )

type=0 boat0 (R1 )
phone
415-1200 (a1,3 )
415-1200 (a1,3 )
831-3000 (a2,3 )

Destination
Santa Cruz (e3,2 )
Monterey (e4,2 )
Monterey (e5,2 )

type
boat (e3,3 )
boat (e4,3 )
boat (e5,3 )

price
250 (e3,4 )
400 (e4,4 )
200 (e5,4 )

<latexit sha1_base64="rkE94FRXd8ee/mZhMHf9lCJKb1I=">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</latexit>

Figure 3: Intermediate step reporting R2 , before the projection
and after the selection. Every cell is annotated with its whereprovenance.

In this section we report an example to describe how attribute
lineage works. Figure 1 reports a simple database composed
by two tables, originally taken from [2]. The first table is
called Agencies, the second one External Tours. Every tuple
and every cell present a unique identifier.

Now the question is “how did the cell o1,2 = (R3 , o1 , phone)
end up in R3 ?”. This was possible thanks to the presence of
the two cells highlighted in Figure 3. The projection was
performed on the attributes name and phone, but since we are
asking the lineage of o1,2 , only the attribute phone is relevant.
By definition, the lineage of o1,2 is given by the union of the
lineages of the two cells highlighted in R2 in purple with the
where-provenance of those same two cells, as per formula
reported in Figure 4.

tId
a1
a2
tId
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6

Name
BayTours (a1,1 , e3,1 )
BayTours (a1,1 , e4,1 )
HarborCruz (a2,1 , e5,1 )

Name
BasedIn
phone
BayTours (a1,1 )
San Francisco (a1,2 ) 415-1200 (a1,3 )
HarborCruz (a2,1 )
Santa Cruz (a2,2 )
831-3000 (a2,3 )
Name
Destination
type
price
BayTours (e1,1 )
San Francisco (e1,2 )
car (e1,3 )
50 (e1,4 )
BayTours (e2,1 )
Santa Cruz (e2,2 )
bus (e2,3 )
100 (e2,4 )
BayTours (e3,1 )
Santa Cruz (e3,2 )
boat (e3,3 ) 250 (e3,4 )
BayTours (e4,1 )
Monterey (e4,2 )
boat (e4,3 ) 400 (e4,4 )
HarborCruz (e5,1 )
Monterey (e5,2 )
boat (e5,3 ) 200 (e5,4 )
HarborCruz (e6,1 )
Carmel (e6,2 )
train (e6,3 ) 90 (e6,4 )

<latexit sha1_base64="NMu3ASIFDtGrITIpScTj9rm7uEc=">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</latexit>

Lineage(R33,, oo11,, P
Nhone)
ame) = W here(R2 , ö1 , P hone) [ Lineage(R2 , ö1 , P hone)
Lineage(R
[ W here(R2 , ö2 , P hone) [ Lineage(R2 , ö2 , P hone)

Figure 1: A simple online travel database composed by two
relations: Agencies (above) and ExternalTours (below). Every
tuple and attribute is uniquely identified by a unique id.

= {a1,3 , } [ Lineage(R2 , ö1 , P hone) [ {a1,3 } [ Lineage(R2 , ö2 , P hone)

Figure 4: Formulas for the lineage of o1,2 computed at the
level of the table R3 .

Consider now Figure 2. The query Q1 asks for all the agencies in the database that perform boat tours and their phone
numbers. The output of the query, called R3 , is also shown in
Figure 2. We report two tables. The first one, table a, is the
one actually obtained from the query Q1 . The second, table b,
is obtained if we do not use the DISTINCT operator.
We focus on the first tuple of table a, o1 , and on the value
of the attribute phone, 415 − 1200. We call this field location
o1,2 . Its coordinates are o1,2 = (R3 , o1 , phone). Note that, if
we use set semantic, o1,2 is actually the product of a merge
between two other attributes, highlighted in table b, due to
the projection. We want to know the attribute lineage of this
attribute.
To do this, we consider, step by step, the different operations performed by the query, going backward from the output
relation R3 .

The where-provenance tells us which cells from I are used,
while the recursive application on the lineage formula is necessary to unfold the whole process that brought o1,2 in its
place. We call the two used cells c1 = (R2 , ö1 , Phone) and
c2 = (R2 , ö2 , Phone). We now proceed recursively for the lineage of these two.
R1 = Agencies o
n ExternalT ours
<latexit sha1_base64="cxPc0hcPcvIPb1oTEfTshDV1Cr0=">AAACFnicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVraLAbBKtypoI0QFUGsohgNJCHMbca4ZG/v2J0TJdj7E/wVtlrZia2thf/FTUyh0Vc93pth5r0oVdJSEHx4ubHxicmp/HRhZnZufsFfXDq3SWYEVkWiElOLwKKSGqskSWEtNQhxpPAi6h70/YtrNFYm+oxuU2zG0NHyUgogJ7X81dNWyHf5Xge1kGh54ziRmh/eEBoN6sydsS2/GJSCAfhfEg5JkQ1RafmfjXYishg1CQXW1sMgpWYPDEmh8K7QyCymILrQwbqjGmK0zd4gyx1fyyxQwlM0XCo+EPHnRg9ia2/jyE3GQFd21OuL/3n1jC53mj2p04xc1v4hkgoHh6ww0pWEvC0NEkH/c+SuBwEGyFUhOQjhxMy1VnB9hKPp/5LzjVK4Wdo42SqW94fN5NkKW2XrLGTbrMyOWIVVmWD37JE9sWfvwXvxXr2379GcN9xZZr/gvX8BiS6ekg==</latexit>

tId
ȯ1
ȯ2
ȯ3
ȯ4
ȯ5
ȯ6

Name
BayTours (a1,1 ; e1,1 )
BayTours (a1,1 ; e2,1 )
BayTours (a1,1 , ; e3,1 )
BayTours (a1,1 ; e4,1 )
HarborCruz (a2,1 ; e5,1 )
HarborCruz (a2,1 ; e6,1 )

BasedIn
San Francisco (a1,2 )
San Francisco (a1,2 )
San Francisco (a1,2 )
San Francisco (a1,2 )
Santa Cruz (a2,2 )
Santa Cruz (a2,2 )

phone
415-1200 (a1,3 )
415-1200 (a1,3 )
415-1200 (a1,3 )
415-1200 (a1,3 )
831-3000 (a2,3 )
831-3000 (a2,3 )

Destination
SanFrancisco (e1,2 )
Santa Cruz (e2,2 )
Santa Cruz (e3,2 )
Monterey (e4,2 )
Monterey (e5,2 )
Carmel (e6,2 )

type
car (e1,3 )
bus (e2,3 )
boat (e3,3 )
boat (e4,3 )
boat (e5,3 )
train (e6,3 )

price
50 (e1,4 )
100 (e2,4 )
250 (e3,4 )
400 (e4,4 )
200 (e5,4 )
90 (e6,4 )

<latexit sha1_base64="rOit6jZyNl5OzMmlx2lsf2580lI=">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</latexit>

Lineage(R2 , ö1 , P hone) = W here(R1 , ȯ3 , type) [ Lineage(R1 , ȯ3 , type)
= {e3,3 , } [ Lineage(R1 , ȯ3 , type)

Figure 5: Table R1 obtained after the join, and the formula for
the attribute lineage of (R2 , ö1 ,type).

Q1 : SELECT DISTINCT a.name, a.phone
<latexit sha1_base64="GNR/jYPDCtA25phgY9V+aQUXxB0=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQSJKrITiVcVQUOZSOQhJVF0vmzCkfPZulsjBSv/QAsVHaLlbyj4F2xjIV5TjWZ2tbPjBlIYtO03K7ewuLS8kl8trK1vbG4Vt3faxg81hxb3pa+7LjMghYIWCpTQDTQwz5XQcacXid+5BW2Er65wFsDAYxMlxoIzjKV2uTl0zsrDYsmu2CnoX+JkpEQyNIbF9/7I56EHCrlkxvQcO8BBxDQKLmFe6IcGAsanbAK9mCrmgRlEado5PQgNQ58GoKmQNBXh+0bEPGNmnhtPegyvzW8vEf/zeiGOTwaRUEGIoHhyCIWE9JDhWsQ1AB0JDYgsSQ5UKMqZZoigBWWcx2IY91JI+zhNcPT1/V/SrlacWqXWrJbq51kzebJH9skhccgxqZNL0iAtwskNuScP5NG6s56sZ+vlczRnZTu75Aes1w/JhJLT</latexit>

FROM Agencies a, ExternalTours e
WHERE a.name = e.name AND e.type = ’boat’

Focus now only on c1 , the purple cell (the lineage of c2 is
computed similarly). In Figure 5 we represent R1 , the table
from which R2 is created through the selection. “How that
cell was able to end up in R2 ?” It was because the previous operation was a selection on the attribute type. In particular, the
cell that guaranteed the presence of c1 was c3 = (R1 , ȯ3 ,type)
(the yellow one in Figure 5). The lineage of c1 is therefore
given by the why-provenance of c3 united to its lineage, as
reported in the formula of Figure 5.
The last step of the computation is represented in Figure
6. Here we are asking how c3 was able to be present in R1 . It
was because the cells a1,1 and e3,1 , highlighted in the figure,
were used in the natural join. The lineage of c3 is therefore
the union of the identifier of these two cells. Here we reached

<latexit sha1_base64="s9u24BDVkbr6qz4UjOZDK9EJoi4=">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</latexit>

R3 = ⇡N ame,P hone (R2 )
<latexit sha1_base64="/LpCJpmSOSZpapK49YkMXhSiSlc=">AAACEHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUstBoMQQcJuImgjBG2sJAbzgCQss5ObZMjs7DJzVwhLGj/Br7DVyk5s/QML/8VNTKHRUx3OuZdz7/FCKQza9oeVWlhcWl5Jr2bW1jc2t7LbO3UTRJpDjQcy0E2PGZBCQQ0FSmiGGpjvSWh4w8uJ37gDbUSgbnEUQsdnfSV6gjNMJDe7X3VL9Jy2Q+HG18yHY1oZBArG+apbPHKzObtgT0H/EmdGcmSGipv9bHcDHvmgkEtmTMuxQ+zETKPgEsaZdmQgZHzI+tBKqEoCTSeefjGmh5FhGNAQNBWSTkX4uREz35iR7yWTPsOBmfcm4n9eK8LeWScWKowQFJ8EoZAwDTJci6QeoF2hAZFNLgcqFOVMM0TQgjLOEzFK+sokfTjz3/8l9WLBKRWKNye58sWsmTTZIwckTxxySsrkilRIjXByTx7JE3m2HqwX69V6+x5NWbOdXfIL1vsXiSSbNA==</latexit>

tId
o1
o2

Name
BayTours (o1,1 )
HarborCruz (o2,1 )

a

Phone
415-1200 (o1,2 )
831-3000 (o2,2 )

tId
o1
o01
o2

Name
BayTours (o1,1 )
BayTours (o01,1 )
HarborCruz (o2,1 )

Phone
415-1200 (o1,2 )
415-1200 (o01,2 )
831-3000 (o2,2 )

b

Figure 2: The query Q1 and its result, table R3 – represented
with and without the set semantics – with identifiers for each
cell.
Considering Q1 , we can decompose it in three operations:
join, selection and projection, performed in this order. Starting
backward, R3 is the output of the last operation, a projection,
performed on a table R2 , presented in Figure 3.
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tId
a1
a2
tId
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6

Name
BasedIn
phone
BayTours (a1,1 )
San Francisco (a1,2 ) 415-1200 (a1,3 )
HarborCruz (a2,1 )
Santa Cruz (a2,2 )
831-3000 (a2,3 )
Name
Destination
type
price
BayTours (e1,1 )
San Francisco (e1,2 )
car (e1,3 )
50 (e1,4 )
BayTours (e2,1 )
Santa Cruz (e2,2 )
bus (e2,3 )
100 (e2,4 )
BayTours (e3,1 )
Santa Cruz (e3,2 )
boat (e3,3 ) 250 (e3,4 )
BayTours (e4,1 )
Monterey (e4,2 )
boat (e4,3 ) 400 (e4,4 )
HarborCruz (e5,1 )
Monterey (e5,2 )
boat (e5,3 ) 200 (e5,4 )
HarborCruz (e6,1 )
Carmel (e6,2 )
train (e6,3 ) 90 (e6,4 )

going up the recursive tree to compute the original lineage of
c0 .
It is easy to see how the lineage of o1,2 is thus the set
{a1,1 , e3,1 , e3,3 , e4,1 , e4,3 }.
It is also easy to see how the lineage of the tuple o1 , where
o1,2 is contained, is the set {a1 , e3 , e4 }. As we can see, all the
attributes in the attribute lineage belong to one tuple of the
tuple lineage. A surjective function can be defined from the
attribute lineage to the tuple lineage simply discarding the
information about the column. Thus, intuitively, the attribute
lineage “covers” the tuple lineage, since it only contains cells
from tuples of the tuple lineage, and all the tuples of the tuple
lineage are represented. This intuition is actually confirmed
by Proposition 4.1.

<latexit sha1_base64="NMu3ASIFDtGrITIpScTj9rm7uEc=">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</latexit>

Lineage(R1 , ȯ3 , type) = {Activity, a1 , N ame} [ {ExternalT ours, e3 , N ame}
= {a1,1 , e3,1 }

Figure 6: The tables Activity and ExternalTours, before the
join, and the formula for the lineage of (R1 , ȯ1 ,type).
the base case, with no more lineages to unfold. These sets
thus discovered can be substituted on the previous equations,
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